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■ Aquasim: Provides a groundwork of the aquatic and 
robotic elements of the simulation, developed by 
Independent Robotics (Fig. 1)

■ Unity Inverse Kinematics package: Unity package 
used to animate player model, useful for creating an 
immersive environment and allows virtual robot to 
actual see a humanoid instead of 2 floating hands

■ Unity XR Rig package: Unity package that includes 
multiple features that make it possible to bridge the gap 
between the VR Headset and the Simulation.

■ Robot Kyle Asset: Asset used from the Unity Store to 
give the player character a form. Generic humanoid 
robot used for simplicity. 
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Fig. 3 Depiction of  virtual simulation inside Unity alongside 
virtual robot
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■ For underwater robotics, testing robots and human-
robot interaction methods can be an incredibly 
dangerous, expensive and difficult process

■ Using Virtual Reality allows us to create an 
immersive simulation alternative to real world 
testing[1], minimizing dangers, expenses and 
difficulties in testing robots while maintaining a 
high degree of realism. 

Motivation

■ Shown that it is possible to make an immersive 
environment where tests can be done in virtual reality with 
a virtual robot (Fig. 2)

■ Created a prefab in Unity which allows for the player 
character to be easily loaded into other simulations, 
allowing users to simply upload the player and make their 
own simulations VR Based with minimal effort.

Contributions

Fig. 2 Example of Simulation being used in from the 
perspective of the simulation in Unity
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Fig. 1 The Aquasim Simulation used as the groundwork 
of the Simulated Environment

■ Add colliders to player character and robot in order to 
allow physical interaction with robot

■ Update the current ROS Software and the Aquasim to 
be compatible with Unity’s Android SDK/JDK, which 
will allow compilation directly onto Oculus Quest 2.

■ Update current player character model from Robot 
humanoid to a Scooba diver to allow greater 
immersion
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ContributionsApproach

■ Unity[2] was used for its qualities in creating a 
virtual simulation
∙ Unity has multiple built in packages to help with 

player animations and for the VR Headset 
∙ Unity allows streaming the simulation onto the 

VR Headset without needing to build the project, 
which is convenient for rapidly testing the 
simulation during development

∙ Unity has a large volume of detailed official and 
community documentation on each of it’s
packages.

■ An Oculus Quest 2 [3] was used as the VR Headset 
in order to connect to the Unity Simulation
∙ The Oculus Quest 2 is highly compatible with 

Unity’s XR Rig package
∙ Has the most sources and documentations for 

building the simulation 
∙ Oculus Quest 2 was readily available at beginning 

of project

■ Creation of a virtual environment using virtual reality 
(Figure 3)

■ User can use simulation to simulate visual protocols 
with underwater Robots

■ Player character is animated using Inverse Kinematics 
which allows possible deep learning and other tests with 
robots vision

■ Environment cannot compile to Android SDK to build 
onto an Oculus Quest 2, and must be streamed from a 
Windows machine to an Oculus Quest 2
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